
ENCOURAGE
THE
COURAGE
Salute to the heroes who risked
their lives to save ours



The word ‘SAKONSA’ means a message. We, as an

organization want to give a message to the whole world

to work for the betterment of society. We are a nonprofit

organization which aims to give knowledge to all the

students of schools and colleges of India about the

sustainable development goals which not only is a

requirement but is a necessity if we want to save our

mother earth. We, with the help of our branches in

schools and colleges, want to empower the youth of

India by connecting them together with a common

thread which is sustainable development goals.

The
Organization



The first case of COVID-19 in India can be traced back on
January 30, 2020, in Kerala’s Thrissur district. Even till 10th

March, India had less than 100 cases but after that, the
number of cases and the death toll rose exponentially and till

now there are no signs of flattening of the curve. Lockdown 1.0
was announced on 25th March 2020 and only the doctors,

police officers, sanitization workers, NGOs and government
officials were allowed to go out and help the people.While our

Corona Warriors were fighting outside to save the nation
from further damage, the nation witnessed the most heinous
crime of spitting and pelting stones on the doctors and police

officers. What could be more disgraceful than fighting with
those who will save our life from this pandemic? Without

caring about their own lives, these people have shown a great
deal of courage. At this juncture, as a responsible citizen, it

was our duty to bolster the efforts of COVID-19 warriors.

JASON HARRIS -  CEO OF MEKANISM

COVID-19 Outbreak



About the
Campaign

SAKONSA started its online campaign on 14th

April 2020. The aim was to applaud everyone

fighting outside for us through our words. A

campaign that started with just a dozen people

reached to every nook and corner of this

nation. Within 15 days, our campaign soon

became a mass-movement. It involved the

participation of every Indian of every age

group.

“The roots of all goodness lie in the soil
of appreciation for goodness”



OUTREACH OF CAMPAIGN

Participants

Digital Media Reach

Other Media
Reaches

Ads Reach

1000+

1,00,000+ 2,00,000+

2,00,000+



The best thing about our campaign is that it weaved

an emotional connection among the citizens.

People staying inside their home who wanted to

help but could not step outside, grabbed this

opportunity to appreciate the fighters. It sent a

strong message in the world that in such extra-

ordinary situations, only humans can solve the

problems. While there were practices to spread

hatred in society, our campaign came out as a

remedy and a chance to spread the message of love

and togetherness.

Impact of
Campaign



After collaborating with top-notch institutes
like IIT KANPUR, Indian School of Business

(ISB) and NIT DURGAPUR along with
CovidHelpWB, we arranged face shields and PPE

KITS and distributed them among police
officers and sanitization workers. We covered
10 police stations in Bihar and distributed the

kits among 150+ police officers.



Distribution Drives



Volunteer
Support
People choose to volunteer for a variety of reasons.

For some, it offers the chance to give something back

to the community or make a difference to the people

around them. For others, it provides an opportunity to

develop new skills or build on existing experience and

knowledge. Regardless of the motivation, what unites

them all is that they find it both challenging and

rewarding. SAKONSA launched its volunteer

programme which now has the participation of some

of the most enthusiastic youngsters with an ardent

desire to help the community. Being from different

states and staying at home, they have contributed a

lot and helping us to spread this campaign worldwide.

The programme is still open and we are getting

dozens of requests every day!



ENACTUS
AIESEC
UN Department of Global Communications
The Brew Estate
Dean Relief
Economical Social UN Projects
DYG Youth Representative UN
ICSD
RVS IT
MCMH Foundation
FDor Foundation
Municipal Corporation Amritsar

Campaign
Partners



Achievements



LET'S WORK
TOGETHER
We look forward to working with
you to make the most effective
society.


